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Design &
Management Software
cColumn

cColumn is a user-friendly concrete column analysis
and design program. It features a unique algorithm to
offer accurate column axial-flexural calculations and
produces detailed spreadsheets of tabulated data. The
software can create an unlimited number of rectangular,
circular, T, L, I, and generic column sections and load
sets and provides support for ACI 318.
—Computations & Graphics, Inc., www.cg-inc.com

Struds

Struds software allows engineers to quickly design
multi-story and high-rise concrete buildings to Indian
codes. The software accommodates the design of all
building components—including slabs, beams, columns,
shear walls, foundations, and steel components—all
through a single interface. It can import and export
building models with other structural software. Struds
also allows the user to apply a variety of loads and
perform seismic analyses.
—CSC, www.cscworld.com

Anchor Designer

Simpson Strong-Tie introduced its Anchor Designer™
professional design software featuring a fully interactive
three-dimensional interface with intuitive navigation
and real-time design. The software supports Simpson
Strong-Tie mechanical and adhesive anchors and can
calculate up to 16 anchors in a single plate. It analyzes
existing designs or suggests anchorage solutions based
on user-defined design elements in cracked and
uncracked concrete conditions, as well as offers
cast-in-place solutions. Anchor Designer replaces
the Simpson Strong-Tie Anchor Selector™ software
programs, and is available for free download at
www.strongtie.com/anchordesigner.
—Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.,
www.strongtie.com

HeavyJob Time Card App

With the HeavyJob mobile phone time card app, foremen
and superintendents can enter time for workers and
equipment, write notes for cost codes, and enter quantities.
The app is ideal for small crews without access to computers
or larger crews who prefer a mobile device. In the case of
job sites in areas without reception, the app will still work
and will store any entered data until the device is back in
cellular coverage or a wireless network. Information
entered on the app can be viewed later, or in real time, on
a desktop computer.
—HCSS, www.hcss.com/apps

Spectrum Project Management

Spectrum Project Management software is completely
web-based, relying on the same cloud computing
technologies used by the rest of the Spectrum®
Construction Software product line. This allows users
to have access to the information stored in the program
from any web browser. The new program features a
complete system to manage work, documents, and
communications involved in a project. Spectrum Project
Management incorporates the document control
features from Venture™ Project Collaboration Software.
—Dexter + Chaney, www.dexterchaney.com
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Product Showcase
spSlab

spSlab helps engineers anlayze, design, and investigate
reinforced concrete floor systems. Like its predecessors, ADOSS
and pcaSlab, it analyzes one- and two-way slab and beam
systems, as well as a variety of others. The program incorporates
torsion into shear design of beam systems and shear capacity is
represented in terms of required and provided area of transverse
and longitudinal reinforcement. spSlab can also perform
strength investigations for evaluation or modification of
existing structures.
—StructurePoint, www.structurepoint.org

ETABS 2013 Enhancements

ETABS 2013 is one of the most technologically
advanced software products available to structural
engineers. Featuring versatile modeling technology,
high-quality graphics, efficient numerical methods,
and strong optimization algorithms for design,
ETABS offers superior levels of integration and
productivity. It accommodates numerous international building codes while producing complete
design reports and construction drawings. For more
information on the software, visit www.csiamerica.
com/etabs2013.
—Computers & Structures, Inc.,
www.csiamerica.com

S-CONCRETE

S-CONCRETE™ performs comprehensive design and
code checks for numerous international codes on
reinforced concrete beams, columns, and walls with
support for axial, shear, and moment loads, including
torsion. The software provides axial force-moment
interaction curves for a wide range of reinforced concrete
cross sections, with calculations based on strain compatibility of the section. Its graphical output capabilities
provide immediate feedback to engineers as design
parameters are changed. Once a design is complete,
S-CONCRETE can export the cross section with
reinforcing to an AutoCAD DXF file showing the
actual reinforcement layout, including primary and
secondary bars, ties, and stirrups.
—S-FRAME Software, www.s-frame.com
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ProjectConnect

Mortenson Construction announced ProjectConnect®,
an intuitive project collaboration platform that connects all
aspects of a Mortenson project in real time. ProjectConnect
gives customers and project teams secure and immediate
access to critical project information wherever and whenever it is needed, featuring mobile access and custom levels
of security. It delivers everything from executive-level
project status reports to schedules, designs, models, budgets,
specifications, and more for project teams. It can also
include project photos, live webcams, and weather reports.
Mortenson received the 2012 Engineering and Construction
Industry Excellence Award from Oracle for ProjectConnect.
More information can be found at www.mortenson.com/
projectconnect.
—Mortenson Construction, www.mortenson.com

mColumn and mWall

CECSoft offers two programs that conform to the
latest PCI Design Handbook for the analysis and design
of precast concrete structures. mColumn is a multistory column program equipped with an interaction
diagram and handling calculations. Users have a
choice of interior, end, side, or corner columns with
customized reinforcement, and the software can
develop interaction failure surfaces. mWall can be
used to design wall panels up to five stories tall, and
has design accommodations for solid and sandwich
panels and shear walls. It has more versatility in
interaction diagrams and handling calculations than
mColumn. Both are available for a 30-day trial on the
company’s website.
—CECSoft, www.e-concretedesign.com

Product Showcase
EcoDesign STAR

GRAPHISOFT® launched EcoDesigner STAR, software that places standardcompliant energy analysis in the familiar building information modeling (BIM)
work environment, enabling architects to design energy-efficient buildings. Built
on ArchiCAD 16’s native Energy Evaluation infrastructure, EcoDesigner STAR
enables the use of ArchiCAD’s BIM as building energy modeling. This creates
streamlined collaboration between designers and energy consultants. The software
also offers standard-compliant energy analyses and produces detailed building
reports. The software is currently in a public beta trial; for more information and
to participate, visit edstarbeta.graphisoft.com.
—GRAPHISOFT, www.graphisoft.com

ProContractorMX 3.1

Maxwell Sytems® ProContractorMX® version 3.1
delivers important capabilities that enhance
intercompany transactions and change management,
reporting, and more. Notable new features include a
field management module that creates and manages
project field orders, a schedule manager for better
management of resources, and a streamlined process
for keeping track of vendor invoices, payments, and
transactions. ProContractorMX is an all-in-one
construction management solution for estimating,
project management, and accounting.
—Maxwell Systems, www.maxwellsystems.com

Permeable Design Pro

Permeable Design Pro provides hydrological and
structural solutions for permeable interlocking concrete
pavement (PICP). The program calculates inflow and
outflow from PICP under a variety of design options
and base thicknesses required for supporting traffic.
The Microsoft Excel-based program updates automatically and serves as a companion to the Interlocking
Concrete Pavement Institute’s Life-Cycle Cost Management of Interlocking Concrete Block Pavements—
Methodology Report.
—Interlocking Concrete Pavement Institute,
www.icpi.org

BIMware MASTER EC2
Reinforcement

BIMware MASTER EC2 Reinforcement is
dedicated to performing calculations for the
necessary reinforcement areas or maximum
capacities of concrete sections and reinforced
concrete element beams and columns based
on Eurocode 2. The program executes calculations of necessary reinforcement and maximum capacities based on user-defined sections,
shapes, and sizes with given internal forces. It
has an extensive material database, and also
accounts for cracks and the impact of shrinkage and creep. Calculation notes can be saved
as an RTF file and the program provides access
to the BIMware Platform cloud.
—BIMware, www.bimware.com
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